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ATEOSPHERE

CONTACT \

OBJECTIVE

AESTHETIC COHSCIHJCE

ATEOSPHEHEI 01d Students:

Improvisation on Twelfth Hieht,~ 0n the basis of at-

mosphere. repeat the Tobey Belch scone. Merry England is the

atmosphere of the scene. Tho task is a very difficult one. and

that you have not stepped is a very good Sign. Secondly, when

you were in such difficult conditions you were not lying too

much - often very little. This is another good sign. and it

gives me so much happiness. And third, the ability to make a

cressendo from one atmosphere to another. and to find all the

links leading from one atmosnhoro to the other. When we have

this we will be actors of the first class.

We must not require of ourselves to do such an abse—

1utoly rhythmical thing yet. It will be the result of our

education as actore over many years. But this is the ideal.

although it is not so easy to got. We have certain means in

our Method which muet help us, and we as students will now try

to work with great patience to inmrove. stop by step.

CONTACT: Criticism:

What you were lacking in this scene: you were very

inattentive to one another. You were sitting in your tower

alone. and there was no real Contact between you. You must not

think that the ideal must be reached at once, that will only
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depress you. but you must reoch a certain height in the correct

way. Try to use your ability to concentrate. and establish the

real human contact among you. The task is the some from the

quiet atmosphere to the unbridled one. You have not taken oug-

gcstions from one another, because of the lack of contact and

the lack of confidence in yourselves. Everyone gave sugges-

tions. but you have lost so many of them because of your lack

of contact. To have contact means to be able to give and take

suggestions ~ it does not depend on thc theme but on the inner

construction of the actor's soul.

OBJECTIVE:

Continuc‘tho exercise but add an objective - to on-

largo your own being. and to attract the attention of everybody.

If you could have two things intuitively. it would be a great

benefit for you: 1. The feeling of case. 2. Aesthetic con-

sclcncc. This would add very much to your work. All our things

are flexible and applicable to every style. Not only tragedy

and comedy. but evorythina in our Method appeals to the actor's

nature. not to this or that play. He must adjust the Method

so completely that it will change our natures, then everything

we do will be easy. concentrated, significant. etc.

AESTHETIC CONSCIEHCE:

Begin the scene again with the feeling of case and

aesthetic conscience. If you do not have these two things you
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will always make the mistake of exaggeration, because you feel

you have to Q2 something. Never allow chaos - chock sugges-

tions and develop them and then drop them. The feeling of form

will help you here. If you have an objective, it saves you

from this dreadful thing which is to Show "as if" you have cer-

tain feelings. That is why we have our own technique to get

the feelings, and let them pass through us.- It does not mean

that you must laugh or smile or pretend. Ho. the objective is

given to expand your being, to do everything so that it will

give pleasure to others.

It is wrong to do things in the hope that othors will

laugh — that is death for the audience. for you and for your

partners. It is better for it not to succeed. Give your actor's

nature tho possibility to gét the result, not to assume that it

is already there. For instance, you may do some stupid thing

and nobody laughs. Why? Because sometimes one's partners feel

that they must express this thing to be gay? Hot at all. You

must only be attentive and patient enough because your objective

is to ggt the pleasure. If you will really concentrate on get—

ting tho pleasure. than you will got it but you must have time -

don't hurry with this. If we have an objective we must rely

on it entirely, in tragedy. comedy and ovary kind of performance.

Let it be dull, but doflt try to exaggerate.


